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14/21

North
Weald

Blenheim Square, North Weald Bassett, Epping, Essex, CM16 6FP.

Athena 42/116614/21.

We have received complaints of ASB since October 2020. These relate
to: -

Day of Action

Closed. Day of action on 26th
May highlighted that main
issues had now ceased.
Regular patrols will continue
over Summer 2022. MK to
provide any additional
updates for assessment and
review

• Vehicles being damaged
• Damage to communal doors/fencing
• People smoking cannabis in communal areas and outside the flats
• People urinating in public areas
• Nuisance youths acting aggressively
• Escooters – damaging property and hurting children
• Drug Dealing
This is usually during the evening.
08/09/2021

Essex Police

25/21

Waltham
Abbey

# Essex House has been subject to concerns over its use for drugs supply
for a number of months.
On 07/09/21 the occupant and another male were arrested by Op
Raptor officers for ‘being concerned in the supply of drugs’. Intelligence
suggests that the address has been and will continue to be used for this
purpose.
A closure order application is to be sought by Essex Police – the majority
of data and concerns are held on police systems vs EFDC systems.
THR – drugs & violence. Front door is still malfunctioning, this is to be
actioned by EFDC asap.

09/11/2021

Community
Resilience

35/21

Loughton

Problem Solving approach & leading on partnership working to tackle
crime and ASB issues around Debden Broadway

OIC = Baggley. Application
currently with external law
firm.
01/02/22 - Based on lack of
intel recently and serious
delays due to admin issues,
decision made to park the
CO for now.

Closed. Serious delays with
legal meant that the intel was
no longer relevant. Subject to
ongoing monitoring

22/02/22 - Increase in intel
flow from address. 76026 to
review with Op Raptor with
a view to resubmitting the
application.
Meeting on 23/11 with
actions allocated.
Joint decision between NR
and MF to delay tactics.
Seasonal crime and there
has been a significant
reduction. To be reviewed
in April.
Contact with NCCL re: knife
arch for County Lines
Intensification Week.
RESULT: No collaboration
from NCCL. CYP and Beat
Officer tasked with
increasing engagement &
increase partnership work.

Closed. Main issues appear to
have subsided and can be
addressed through BAU from
both EP and EFDC

DATE

REFERRING
TEAM

26/11/2021

Community
Resilience

LEAD
OFFICER

TASKING
NO.
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TASKING DETAILS

UPDATES

OUTCOME

41/21

Loughton

We have received a report of cannabis odour emanating from ## Collard
Avenue, Loughton

Carried over from 2021.
Community trigger
submitted. For additional
late turn visit

Closed. Visits conducted,
satisfactorily completed.

This is a ground floor flat within a block. The complainant had advised
this is worse during the evening a weekend. Ex-Job have been visiting
over the weekend. Could Officers visit the block during the hours of 5pm
-8pm.
07/01/2022

Essex Police

13/01/2022

74030

01/22

Epping
Forest

Team lead on engagement and partnership activity in relation to ongoing
policing operation

Ongoing work (Contact PS
Ross if further info is
required)

Neighbourh
oods

02/22

Matching
Green

Assistance is required to attend XX Colvers, Matching Green,
Gracelands. EFDC contractors on behalf of the Neighbourhoods Team
instructions, are looking to install 3 fence panels to the front garden area
of the property.
They previously attended on the 10th December to complete the job but
the tenant became aggressive to our tradesman and would not let them
install the fence which is blown down.
They have rebooked it for the 14th January (Friday). An officer from the
Neighbourhoods Team will also be in attendance. Gracelands will be on
site between 8-9am to carry out the fencing works. They have also
advised tenant of their attendance.

Attended premises. Tenant
present but no issues at
scene

Closed. Fencing erected
without incident.

14/01/2022

Neighbourh
oods

03/22

Waltham
Abbey

Assistance with Neighbourhoods boarding up ## Crooked Mile, Waltham
Abbey. The tenant passed away in a RTC on Monday and Police have
notified that there was intel youths had previously been at the property
and didn’t know if they would be there since it had been vacant.
Assistance required is to check the property for youths/ other people
that may be using it before the property is boarded up.

Support provided. No
incidents, no sign of misuse/third parties

Address attended, locks
changed and property
boarded.
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19/01/2022

Community
Resilience

04/22

Loughton

We have received a report of cannabis odour emanating from XX
Swanshope, Loughton. The complainant had advised this is worse during
the evening. Officers to attend during evening times to assess cannabis
odour.

Agreed - 3 x visits to be
conducted and logged with
Gary Cootes

Confirmation from lead
officer that task has been
fulfilled.

22/02/2022

Community
Resilience

05/22

Waltham
Abbey

Support an eviction at ## The Cobbins, Waltham Abbey on Wednesday
23rd February at 11am.

Attended, NFPA required.

Actioned without incident.
Bailiffs supported, property
left in custody of recovery
agent.

LEAD
OFFICER

Bailiffs are leading on the eviction however Police are required to
prevent breach of the peace. Police have been doing some work on the
property due to concerns for tenant's welfare and information that
there are fireworks and booby traps within the property. Police attended
the property this week are forced entry for his welfare. Tenant had
barricaded himself in the room and had a chain round his neck but the
fireworks and booby traps were negated.

On the eviction date, tenant should be residing elsewhere however it is
thought he may go back to the property to be disruptive as he doesn’t
want his property taken away. The purpose of having Police present is to
prevent breach of the peace should Mr Lermit have gone back to his
property.
01/03/2022

Neighbourh
oods

06/22

Waltham
Abbey

Tenant may have abandoned the above property, he has been served
with a Notice to Quit. Despite being served with a Notice tenant has not
made contact with the Council and we have suspicions that he has left
the property and allowed an unauthorised occupant to stay. We have
been unable to locate him. Police were searching for him but were
unable to locate him and his mother also does not know about his
whereabouts. In view of the above and serious breach of tenancy we
would like to recover this property. I would request for Police presence
in the next week or so to meet with me and a locksmith as we do not
know who we could be dealing with on the day. Week commencing
14/03 would be good and this will give me a chance to arrange a
locksmith.

For PBOP visit w/c 14/03.
Davinder to provide
confirmation of date/time

Actioned without incident.
Tenant nor any other persons
present. Locks changed.

21/03/22 10:30
UPDATE 21/03/22 Attended with DB. Qualis
no show. Unable to
proceed. Stood down,
tasking to be re-arranged by
DB
UPDATE 23/03/22 - Rebooked for 30/03 @ 0930

08/03/2022

Community
Resilience

DATE

REFERRING
TEAM

09/03/2022

74030

LEAD
OFFICER

07/22

Epping

Reports have been received from Epping Town Council that pickpockets
have been active on market days (Mondays). There are currently no
corroborating crime reports however in order to increase engagement,
reporting and public satisfaction, high visibility patrols are requested for
a minimum of 3 hours (suggested between 1100 and 1400) each
Monday until the end of May. This will be supported through the
deployment of an engagement stall once a month and plain clothes
patrols.

To start 14/03/22. HVP &
covert foot patrols,
engagement events and
social media campaign.
Requires weekly returns.
*Updates on Op Forsythia
OneNote log*

TASKING
NO.

LOCATION

TASKING DETAILS

UPDATES

OUTCOME

Neighbourh
oods

08/22

Nazeing

Require Police presence for lock change due to the nature of this case
that took place between # & # Palmers Grove, Nazeing, EN9.
I am aware that the murdered victim’s family has made enquiries to the
property to Rehousing.
Major Crimes attended the address for other matters and advised that
EFDC staff should not attend due to THR present to staff.

Initially rejected due to lack
of information (namely the
MCU update)

Lock changed without
incident

22/03/2022

Community
Resilience

09/22

District

Ride London - 28/29 May - Planning and deployments for cycling events
on both days.

Planning & preparation for
the event, working with
EFDC partners and LME.
Deployments on both days.

No incidents of note.
Successful operation and
partnership work highlighted.
Minor learning points to be
fed back to EP, EFDC and LME

25/03/2022

Licencing

10/22

Waltham
Abbey

Assist Licensing on a joint visit with RSPCA at an address which presents
THR to staff

Visit conducted 31/03/2022

PBOP provided, no incidents
of note, all staff safe.

31/03/2022

Essex Police

11/22

Loughton

2 x Exposure investigations highlighted through morning crime dump
with a vehicle index linked to a high risk RSO from SLPA. Sgt Ross leads
the initial investigation with CPT gathering evidence and CST deployed as
an arrest team.

01/04/22 - Suspect arrested

Suspect arrested.
Investigation formally handed
to CID. Offender convicted.

05/04/2022

Community
Resilience

12/22

Epping

Homeless subject has been sleeping at the Civic Centre. Previous THR to
staff and police. Police response required to engage with subject and
support EFDC staff should he present any confrontations.

06/04/2022 - Subject has
left, believed to be seeking
accommodation outside the
district.
08/04/2022 - EFDC
Homeless requested to
update CPT Hub with new
address.

Subject left of own accord.
CST engaged with him several
times to provide advice and
prevent THR being raised.

07/04/2022

Community
Resilience

13/22

Loughton

In January 2022 there were two robberies where 3 males attacked 2
different males. There have also been 7 ASB reports in the last year- ASB
consists of reports of drug dealing, youth nuisance and gathering. (CPA
attached to email). The area that has been highlighted is the point the
path joins with Howard Close.
We are looking at putting up 2 deployable cameras up to help deter any
behaviour and help residents feel safe (subject to ECC agreement using
their column).
Please could we arrange for regular foot patrols along the path starting
from 19th April 2022, based on different times and days. I have asked Cllr
Murray to get information off people so we can make the patrols
targeted and meaningful. The times that have been identified on the
CPA are 1800-2200 hours however youth nuisance could be around end
of the school day. As well as the patrols please can police systems be
interrogated on a regular basis to see if there are any reports at this
location that can help shape further patrols.

Athena 42/114247/22
refers.

TASKING DETAILS

UPDATES

OUTCOME

DATE

REFERRING
TEAM

76026

LEAD
OFFICER

TASKING
NO.

LOCATION

See spreadsheet in CST
GDINFO folder for visits and
observations

19/04/2022

14/22

Policing plan for supporting the district elections

Visits conducted
throughout the day and
support provided for the
count.

No incidents

28/04/2022

15/22

Service of 18 x County Court Injunctions at service stations across the
district in relation to 'Just Stop Oil' protests

18 x injunctions served,
photographs obtained and
service statement provided

Served, complete

There has been an increase in anti-social behaviour on the Limes estate
in Chigwell.
The tasking is to have a high visibility presence on the estate, specifically
around the local park and the community centre after school hours to
provide reassurance to the local community.

See spreadsheet in CST
GDINFO folder for visits and
observations

We have received a complaint from the hospital in relation to youths
causing ASB in Spencer Close which is at the far end of the hospital
grounds and contains offices and buildings some of which are vacant at
this time.

See spreadsheet in CST
GDINFO folder for visits and
observations

19/05/2022

Community
Resilience

76668

16/22

15/06/2022

Community
Resilience

79416

17/22

Epping

Closed. Regular patrols
conducted. No positive
interactions. Information
from lead officer that no

The informant states that between 5pm and 9pm most days various cars
attend the area of the Close either in the car park just prior to it, another
car park at the far end, and/or a paved area adjacent to the reception
area. Persons on foot congregate in an alley between two of the office
buildings.
A black Peugeot is a regular attender with up to 4 persons on board.
I visited the area today and there are various bits of rubbish there
including large NOS canisters (not the small silver ones). I am unsure if
the area is used for drug dealing although the receptionist that I spoke
to is convinced that this is the case. The area is not overlooked and is
very quiet with little foot or vehicle traffic.
Request local officers to attend the areas during the relevant time range
for them to deter the visitors.

further reports had been
submitted. No ongoing
requirement.

09/06/2022

CPT

18/22

District

Operation Board – Engagement week with college students 27th – 1st
July. Weapons sweep in key areas.

Plans to work alongside CPT
to support the operation

Not required and clashed
with other taskings.

14/06/2022

Community
Resilience

19/22

District

ASB Awareness Week 18th – 22nd July. Planning and preparation prior to
the event. Deployments & engagement during the week.

Planning ongoing with MF

First date postponed due to
weather. Two other dates
were successful and the
postponed event was held
later that month.

14/06/2022

Community
Resilience

74030

20/22

Epping

Epping Fire Station Open Day – 25th June. Community engagement and
promotion of the team.

Completed.

Numerous engagements
conducted
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24/06/2022

Housing

21/22

Nazeing

The former tenant at # Palmers Grove has surrendered her tenancy and I
would like Police to attend when I visit the address for a lock change to
be carried out for the Rehousing/Voids Team.

Arranged for 28/06.
Cancelled last minute as
locks not being changed
and no police presence
required.

No further action

REJECTED – Lead officer
directed to share
information with Loughton
Town Team as they are the
most appropriate resource
to deal with this matter

Loughton Town Team have
assumed ownership –
confirmed by PS Fitt.

The former tenant has moved from the area due to a homicide that took
place outside the address that she witnessed. The victim was from the
Traveller community the tenant’s partner is the brother of the accused.
The murder trial is due to commence next week and our former tenant is
a key witness, it is believed that the Traveller community are watching
the property therefore I would prefer to have Police presence when
attending the address.
The lock change has been booked for Tuesday 28th June at 11 am

29/06/2022

Community
Resilience

Loughton

Reports of ongoing ASB linked to delivery riders congregating outside
KFC on the High Road. Request submitted for HVP in the area anytime
between 11am to 11pm to enforce obstruction of pavement legislation
and if necessary to obtain index of vehicles present.

05/07/2022

Housing

22/22

Waltham
Abbey

Assistance required to attend an EFDC property to execute a warrant for
a Gas inspection.

Arranged for 08/07/2022 @
1030

Warrant executed without
incident. Police intelligence
gained re: current occupants
and visitors: PIR
42/101521/22

Warrant previously held off due to pending police investigation.
Police have confirmed that we may now carry on with action
Police assistance required due to alleged firearms/weapons

18/07/2022

Lands &
Estates

25/07/2022

Planning
Enforcemen
t

DATE

REFERRING
TEAM

26/07/2022

Planning

27/07/2022

Community
Resilience

10/08/2022

Community
Resilience

12/08/2022

Parking

LEAD
OFFICER

79416

Loughton

RT has suggested that we have a police presence following previous
incidents at a block clearance with residents and clearance staff. On
occasions block clearances can turn into a volatile situation with some
residents. We will be carrying out a block clearance at the above block,
and removing items that residents may object to. There has also been an
incident with a resident and one of the shop owners below who has
been threatened by her partner.

REJECTED - This was
arranged for a time that
clashed with ASB
Awareness week activities.
MF returned to lead officer
to scope flexibility but all
resources (other than
police) had been allocated.

Unable to commit to tasking.
Suitable personal safety
advice provided to allow staff
to make informed decisions
on actions.

23/22

Loughton

Conduct background checks on all parties connected to XX The Silvers,
Loughton

PNC & Athena checks only
at this stage

Data returned to Planning

TASKING
NO.

LOCATION

TASKING DETAILS

UPDATES

OUTCOME

24/22

Roydon

Drone flyover at RLCE. Previously encountered resistance from residents.
Police presence required to reduce THR to EFDC officers

Planned for September –
date TBA

25/22

Waltham
Abbey

During ASB week intel was gathered regarding XX Millhoo Court,
Waltham Abbey. It was alleged that drug taking and dealing is occurring
at the property, and possible cuckooing of the tenant.

Ongoing

Epping

Information that numbers of youths and vehicles attend the old garage
area in Springfield, Epping. Whilst there the resident is convinced that
drug dealing and use is taking place plus playing football etc.

Waltham
Abbey

There have been increasing reports of ASB in the carpark during the
evening and into the early hours, with reports of;

26/22

REJECTED – Lead officer to
conduct primary
investigation. For future
review.
Ongoing

a.

Usage of the ubiquitous nitrogen canisters

b.
Large groups of youngsters with their vehicles parked
haphazardly, doors open, music blaring
c.
d.

Donuts being practised around the carpark
Large amounts of littering generally

